Bmw 5 series battery location

Vette answered 9 years ago. Look in the trunk, on the right side probably in the fenderwell
behind a removable wall cover. That is where mine was on a i. Michael answered 9 years ago.
Bimmer batteries have resided in the right footwell of the trunk for the last twenty some years.
Also, check your owner's manual. Chao answered 9 years ago. John answered 4 years ago.
GuruVRMZ9 answered 2 years ago. GuruXNV86 answered 2 years ago. GuruCT6XQ answered 2
years ago. GuruCNZZ6 answered about a year ago. GuruCF96C answered about a year ago.
Where is the fuse located for the air conditioner in a I BMW? I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new BMW 5 Series question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. That means, newly replaced battery must be registered by your
Service center. Avoiding battery registration might cause power management system failure, as
well as incorrect readings on the display of the on-board computer. BMW 5 Series battery
location: luggage compartment trunk under floor carpet. Car battery is one of the main parts
containing car's electrical system. Virtually, it accumulates electric power, which is provided for
electric devices within the car. Therefore, it's relevant to have the battery in an excellent
operating condition. In reality, car battery is not a permanent unit, which will get exhausted after
a period of time irreversibly. To be more precise, chemical reactions inside the battery will
become inefficient for production of electricity. Battery's serve time is limited to 3 - 5 years,
what means, re-charge will become meaningless. When this happens, installation of a new
battery is advised. There is a chance, that battery will lose its energy, due to soiled connection
points. Eventually, corrosion can affect the terminals of a battery, resulting in poor contacts.
When this happens, the battery will lose the merit of being re-charged by alternator. Sooner or
later, it will run flat and no longer be able to provide electricity. Eliminating soil from cable and
battery connections, might regain initial efficiency of the battery and turn it into suitable for
further usage. The battery might also lose its power, if the engine hasn't been started for a few
weeks or so. When this happens, recharging the battery will likely recover its efficiency. To
begin a recharge, you will need a battery charger. Capacity: 80Ah AGM. Capacity: 90Ah AGM.
Capacity: Ah AGM. How to replace car battery:. Before battery replacement, make sure: you
wear sturdy gloves and safety goggles vehicle keys are out of ignition switch. The following
tools are usually enough for battery replacement procedure: 10 and 13 mm wrenches or sockets
Flat-head and Phillips type screw drivers. BMW 5 Series battery is located in luggage
compartment trunk under floor carpet. To start replacing battery, remove the old one by
disconnecting the negative connection first. This will prevent accidental short-circuits between
positive battery terminal and the body of the vehicle. Make sure the cable does not come into
contact with battery terminals during battery replacement procedure. Negative battery terminal
can be identified by minus - sign next to it 1 :. Remove brackets that hold the battery attached to
the vehicle frame. Open positive terminal cover 1 :. Disconnect positive connector:. If present,
disconnect ventilation hose from the battery 1. Some vehicles utilize battery ventilation system
to vent formed gasses hydrogen to the outside. Vacate battery compartment by lifting the old
battery off note, that the battery is heavy, incorrect lifting can result in back injuries :. Do not
remove plastic terminal caps from new battery, until it's placed in the battery compartment
inside the vehicle. If necessary, clean battery cables from dirt or rust before connecting, to
ensure excellent contact. Contrary to disconnecting the battery, connect cables, starting with
positive terminal first. Re-attach brackets and make sure battery does not make any
movements. Dispose the old battery only at authorized collecting point. Car battery replacement
instructions for:. Contact us: webmaster garagenotes. That means, newly replaced battery must
be registered by your Service center. Avoiding battery registration might cause power
management system failure, as well as incorrect readings on the display of the on-board
computer. BMW 5 Series battery location: luggage compartment trunk under right trim. Car
battery is one of the main parts containing automotive electrical system. Virtually, it
accumulates electric power, which is consumed by electric-powered appliances within the
vehicle. Hence, it's essential to keep the battery in a properly working condition. As a matter of
fact, battery is an expiring product and will get ineffective over time. It means, chemical
processes inside the battery will lack the ability to produce electrical energy. The lifespan of the
battery has a limit of 3 - 5 years, subsequently, loosing the ability of being recharged. This is an
indication, that new battery installation is advised. There is an option, that battery will lose its
energy, caused by the dirt on connection points. After some period, battery terminals can get
covered by a layer of white material corrosion , what explains poor contacts. This implies, that

battery's re-charge cannot be accomplished by alternator. Sooner or later, it will go dead and
lose the ability to provide electricity. Eliminating soil from cable and battery connections, might
restore the battery to a level of full efficiency and turn it into usable again. The battery may also
get exhausted, if the engine hasn't been started for a while. Then, battery recharge will possibly
restore its efficiency. To begin a recharge, you will need a battery charger. Capacity: 70Ah AGM.
Capacity: 80Ah AGM. Capacity: 80Ah. Capacity: 90Ah AGM. Capacity: 90Ah. Capacity: Ah. How
to replace car battery:. Before battery replacement, make sure: you wear sturdy gloves and
safety goggles vehicle keys are out of ignition switch. The following tools are usually enough
for battery replacement procedure: 10 and 13 mm wrenches or sockets Flat-head and Phillips
type screw drivers. BMW 5 Series battery is located in luggage compartment trunk under right
trim. To start replacing battery, remove the old one by disconnecting the negative connection
first. This will prevent accidental short-circuits between positive battery terminal and the body
of the vehicle. Make sure the cable does not come into contact with battery terminals during
battery replacement procedure. Negative battery terminal can be identified by minus - sign next
to it 1 :. Remove brackets that hold the battery attached to the vehicle frame. Open positive
terminal cover 1 :. Disconnect positive connector:. If present, disconnect ventilation hose from
the battery 1. Some vehicles utilize battery ventilation system to vent formed gasses hydrogen
to the outside. Vacate battery compartment by lifting the old battery off note, that the battery is
heavy, incorrect lifting can result in back injuries :. Do not remove plastic terminal caps from
new battery, until it's placed in the battery compartment inside the vehicle. If necessary, clean
battery cables from dirt or rust before connecting, to ensure excellent contact. Contrary to
disconnecting the battery, connect cables, starting with positive terminal first. Re-attach
brackets and make sure battery does not make any movements. Dispose the old battery only at
authorized collecting point. Car battery replacement instructions for:. Contact us: webmaster
garagenotes. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. January in BMW. In Jan 09,
the battery was going flat often. Since then, the battery has been changed 4 times, alternator
changed twice and an electrician has checked the drainage system but i tried starting the car
yesterday after a new battery was fitted on Thursday 31st Dec 09 and it was flat. I dont know
what to do now. January Is the electrical tech familiar with late model BMWs? The current draw
must be checked after the motor has been shut down and all doors, hood, and trunk are closed
in order to see if the car's electronics are going into "hibernation" properly. Have you noticed
any problems with the climate control fan? A bad final stage unit AKA 'hedgehog" can
sometimes result in a mysterious discharge. I dont know much about cars unfortunately, but
everything's been working perfectly and i haven't noticed anything different with the climate
control fan. Thanks for the tip. The mechanic has booked the car in with the electrician to check
the draw. Thanks again. Hello, I'm experiencing the problem that you've discussed. I bought my
BMW , premodel several years ago, and have experienced my fan turning on during random
times as I drive. I noticed a lagg when I turn the ignition, and then in October of last year, my car
battery just died. I took my car into a shop that works on only BMWs. After doing some
research, I learned that the final stage unit can cause the climate control to act improperly. So
when the shop told me the problem was my battery, I questioned them. They said that the
problem did not act up when they had my car, and they did not find a draw. I bought a brand
new battery from them and went on my way. However, when I took it home, I noticed that the fan
did not turn on when I drove it, but instead the fan turned on when the car went to sleep mode.
So when I started the car, the fan would be running. I took it back to the shop, they checked it
again, and they said that it was blower motor resistor. I was upset that they didn't diagnosis it
before and had me buy a battery. I wanted to get a second opinion, and took my car to the BMW
dealer. I told the dealer my problem and the technician said it's probably the blower motor. But
after they looked at it overnight, the service writer said that they found no draw. This is quiet
perculiar to me because my battery keeps on dying. The dealer said that I needed to buy a brand
new BMW battery I told them there is no such thing and there are only a few battery
manufactures that everyone buys from. So my car is still not fixed, and my brand new battery is
completely dead and has to be jumped. I'm waiting for the new BMW recall list this month
hoping the final stage will be on there. Do you know why I'm getting the run around from these
companies? It's ridiculous how my problem points to the final stage unit, and the dealer is
trying to sell me a battery I don't need. Any advice on what I can do? If it's an E39, replace the
FSU yourself. I have a i that is driven short distances to and from work about 5 minutes each
way. They replaced the battery-not a gel filled one-once, and that worked for a few months. The
charger is variously described as 'trickle with auto shut off', 'maintenance charger', and 'float
charger'. Anyone with any experience with such a charger? If they've determined that the

battery connections are clean, the alternator is working properly, and the battery is not
defective, then any 12v battery charger with a trickle or automatic setting should work. If the 12v
outlet is always on, and not switched with the ignition, you can get one that plugs into the
cigarette lighter socket. Those are often limited to about A, and may not be enough to recharge
the battery overnight. ANother thing that should be checked is a leakage or load test to
determine if something is not shutting off properly when it should, and thus drawing the battery
down. The alarm and clock circuits are the only things that might draw much and not much
power while the car is off after it has cooled off. The cooling fan on some cars can run after
shutdown, but there aren't many other things that do run that draw any significant power. A
simple lamp that stays on for some reason can draw a battery down overnight. February I have i
and have been having the same exact issues with my car as well as with the BMW service
center. They replaced my battery after much complaining by me and out of "good faith". I stated
to them all these issues in previous posts and they treated me like a fool. I did not appreaciate
my experience with them so far. Don't expect to have anything fixed by them. I have been
looking into solar trickle chargers but I'm not sure if it will solve your battery problem. I'm still
trying to find a cheap resolution to keep my battery from draining. That's ridiculous. If you know
how to use a multimeter, you could check the current draw on the battery when everything is
off. My guess is it is probably in the low hundreds of milliamps. If it is higher, try pulling fuses
to try to isolate what is drawing the power. Many multimeters can measure up to 10A, so don't
turn on anything or try to start it, or you'll blow the fuse in the meter. If you can set the interior
lights to not come on, do that. Any courtesy lamp that doesn't turn off trunk, glove box, footwell,
engine bay, lighter, etc. A belated thanks for your response to my 27 January post. I am
comfortable with the BMW technician who says that he has checked the battery, alternator, and
has also checked for any abnormal electrical leaks. I have looked for any lights that might be on
after the car is shut down including disconnecting the trunk light , and I don't think that is the
problem. I contacted Schumacher, who makes several models of trickle chargers, and they
recommended one that they make for Sears. Of course, how long it will last is another question.
Thanks again for your input. Has anyone heard of reports of water leakage and electrical
problems with 's? I have the wagon and apparently water leaks in through seals in the sunroof
and, instead of draining as designed, water flows to the "trunk" area where all of the electronics
are located. This has happened to my vehicle 3-times in an month period and BMW has been
less-than-helpful. February edited February Greetings Re: BMW 5 series battery issue
[professor6] I've read through most of the thread on your electrical problem but one thing is not
clear to me. Are you talking about the interior ventilation fan or the engine cooling fans? Many
good ideas posted here but one that no one touched on. The interior lights are activated by a
switch on each door. Many years ago this was a small button style switch located near the door
hinges. Check those to insure the switch portion is working correctly. There is also a gas cap
door switch which I believe is electrical, make sure that's in working order. You may have to pull
the trunk side panel out to get to the switch and related wires. One last area! I had a BMW 5
series and found a bunch of electrical relays located under the rear seat bottom. Good place to
look and check for loose connections. Battery trickle chargers are great little device. Good luck
with those electrical Gremlins. March edited March Brought it to Dinan and the tech is still trying
to figure out the extend of the damage and the cause of it all. So far, he's found 5 panels in the
trunk area all rusted and corroded, an puddles of water under the spare tire and battery. He
need to first replace these to check further since the computer is not communicated all the way
through for fault codes. My I-drive is also dead. The dealer tells me it's not a common problem
at all of course not. Is your problem fixed? What was the cause and cost for repair? Thx much!
April My it's battery kept discharging when not in use. I traced it to the vehicle system not going
into sleep mode. It took a while trouble shooting but after disconnecting the factory navigation
system it would go into sleep mode. I disconnected it by removing the two connectors at the
back of the nav unit. Only thing is, now, not only do I not have any nav but my monitor is also
dead so I cannot adjust the clock, radio tone settings, etc. The battery however keeps a charge.
Any idea of a fix?? BMW NA is not willing to pay for labor charges. This looks like common
problem and BMW should fix their design and now cover this under warranty. May There is a
technical bulletin out for those trickle chargers. Insufficient use of the vehicle could result in
short term starting problems and in the long term could damage the battery. In case the car is
not operated for several weeks it is advisable to: A. Simply plug the 1. The device's on-board
microchip monitors and regulates the charge- virtually eliminating sulfating. It can even help
extend the life of your battery. PN: 82 11 0 B. Consult your BMW center regarding battery
removal. Once removed, the battery must be charged and stored in a cool, dry place where it
can be protected from freezing. If the battery will be stored for over 3 months, it must be
recharged every 3 months, or else it will become damaged and useless. November I have a i and

got the same problem, iDrive is dead due to water somewhere in the trunk, i have found 3 blown
fuses but replacing them didn't help. What part is most likely affected by this, assuming located
in the trunk, and how the water got in there? Any ideas would be appreciated. My water damage
came from clogged sunroof drainage caused by crushed leaves. The leaves that were blown in
while leaving my sunroof vent open were crushed when the sunroof is retracte. Five electrical
panels in the truck were all fried and need to be replaced. You may be able to detect rust or
water underneath the spear tire. My insurance paid for the repairs due to water damage. Good
Luck. Woow, thanks for the reply, my problem is going to be the same, roof was retracted when
slightly rained, I forgot to close it. Do you know by any chance what electrical components were
replaced in your car? There are several in the trunk, stereo equipment is there also, amplifier etc
If you still have the paperwork from the repair, maybe they listed the panels they replaced.
Thank you very much for any help you have. The trunk only floods if there is debris blocking the
end of the drains. March I have a xi, and I have the same electrical problem with the car. The
display resets every few days, and all kinds of error messages pop up: e. This is not the first
experience though, I had a i before, and had the exact same issue! BMW technicians only say
that I need to drive the car more. Well, I drive it every day about 20 miles. How much more I need
to drive? They won't specify that. How ridiculous is it to drive around the town aimlessly just
because one owns a BMW!! They should add this as part of their wonderful ownership
experience. I called BMW customer relations, and I was rater hastily told that the owner's
manual had battery maintenance instructions, and it was my problem that the car was
experiencing electrical problem. I checked the owners manual, it had nothing that stated
anything that applied to my problem whatsoever. It stated "if the car is not driven for 4 weeks
But, I drive it every day! I am sure they train their customer relations reps to say that because
they know about the issue, and are unwilling to fix it, and are just trying to avoid a recall. I am
done owning BMWs. They make overpriced pieces of junks. I suspect some of your electricals
have water damage. If they are located like mine at the lowest point of the trunk under the spare
tire , there may have been water collected from a blocked drainage. If you need to replace the
electrical modules anyway think about relocating them to the left side panel, so they won't be at
the lowest point of the car even if there is water leakage. Learned the hard way, bad design!!!
Good luck! Just found this site and I'm amazed by the number of people that are having trouble
with such a simple thing as a battery. Me too!! I have a xi that has been giving me indications
that something was going to happen to the system. BMW makes everything too expensive and
too complex for the "common" driver to deal with. I got the same answer as you did.. The
battery is over 7 years old and has not given me any problems except I had to charge it about 3
time. The engine is a 3. Sometimes this van will sit for weeks and will start without problems.
The other is a '98 Toyota truck and it gets very little useage but will start the very first try. I also
noticed that a lot of people can't locate the battery. I looked in the trunk and can only hope it is
under the spare tire because I can't see anywhere else it could be. They couldn't find it either! I
do know the Germans over do everything and this is one reason they lost the war Seems they
did not learn anything from that. I don't think there is a new BMW in my future either!! June
Here's a new possible reason that I haven't read on this thread. I have a i and the battery just
recently started dying. Each morning I'd have to jump start it. Same problem started with the
new battery. This time I took it to my independent BMW mechanic and, after testing the entire
electrical system, he found my nav unit was faulty, that it was constantly draining the battery.
He disconnected the nav to test it for a couple of days, and sure enough, no more battery drain.
Since the nav in that year is useless, I've left it disconnected. Just a thought. Since they are
essentially run by computers often many more than one , and you don't want to wait for them to
boot up when you want to start the car, they go into sleep mode. This does not mean that they
stop drawing power, but it gets to be quite small when everything is working properly. The older
the car, the less it has that may still be on, until you go way back, then nothing is on at all
except maybe a clock. No battery likes to be deep discharged and will be degraded each time it
needs a jump start. For a vehicle that is not driven much, or, has lots of short trips especially in
cold weather that taxes the battery even more, it's a good idea to purchase and USE a trickle
charger. The more do-dads there are, the bigger the problem. Think about it; stuff like the
remote receiver needs to be on all the time so it can respond to you pressing the open button
on the fob. Most of these cars have an alarm system with ultrasonic detectors or maybe radar
that try to keep the vehicle from being stolen, or at least make some noise when it happens,
and, a gps system might try to turn on once in awhile so you get a quick position fix when you
actually do turn it on. Now that I'm retired, I may need to take my own advice. I've been filling
the tank on my current vehicle maybe once a month or two.. August I think I may have this same
problem. How did u get ur insurance to pay for the damages? If you have comprehensive auto
insurance it should cover replacing the electrical panels caused by water damage less ur

deductible. Best if your shop can move the panels to the left side of the trunk instead of their
original location at the bottom of the trunk because your drains will continue to have the risk of
being clogged by crushed leaves if you use your sunroof at all. December They don't sell any
parts of the cable by itself, I needed new bolt for the negative terminal, dealer told me I have to
buy the whole cable with the ibs sensor and terminal, LOL I am having the same problem many
have described about the battery dying. I had my BMW towed twice last April within three days
due to the battery being dead. The strange thing is my car was serviced a few days before the
problem started happening. The second time my car was towed I demanded a new battery; they
replaced the battery. I have now reached the end of my warranty. I had my car serviced last
week and wouldn't you know it three days later the battery is dead and would not start. I had a
mechanic charge the battery and took it back to the dealer. They are checking to see what
happens when it goes into sleep mode. I was questioned about if I had left any items plugged in
like navigation or radar detector which I answered no. Also was mentioned about driving short
trips. I drive it everyday to work which is 22 miles and every other weekend for miles on the
highway. I asked if this was a problem other owners were having and they said no. Now I read
here many are experiencing the same problem. BMW needs to step up to the plate and fix this
issue! We have got to get together and form a combined effort to get BMW to address the
problem! Guys, I have a i CPO which i love. Never had a problem with it, still under warranty
until JUNE BUT - in I noticed something wrong with the idrive. Took it to the dealer. They called
me and said one or two of the battery cells were dead. Truth is, I don't do a lot of driving. In two
weeks, I drive maybe just under miles. So what the manual says, I have to pay attention to that
about driving the car sufficiently. Problem gone. All systems operating beautifully, vehicle has
about 42K miles and never needded a thing except oil changes. Even Hyundai now has a push
button start for example. I'm use to sitting down at the beach with the car radio on former i but
back then, there were no iDrives. We just have to be aware, these systems draw more current
from the batt. Re Sunroof: i learned the hard way in my i, those sunroof carriage assemblies can
go bad. Just use it for the beautiful sunlight coming through, and keep it closed. And you won't
have to worry about that problem. Keep it simple guys. Don't blame the vehicle. You think
Mercedes is going to be less complex? I love my car otherwise. I also see high battery drain
error messages on a regular basis and have to reset time and date a lot, this started happening
while car was under warranty, dealer would keep my car for days and tell me they were doing
draw test on every single system and would call me after a week and give me a BS solution to
the problem, last one was my rear comfort access was faulty and was replaced at no cost to me
and this fixed the problem but started having same issues a month later!!!! September I thank
you all for posting your battery issues. I have a i that left me stranded in a parking lot. Called
tow truck to take the car directly to the dealer on a Thursday evening. Come Friday, I was told
the car was ready for pick up and that all it had needed was to recharge the battery. I showed up
to pick up my car on Saturday. After browsing the new models for a while, decided to get it
appraised for trade-in value. Would you believe that they ran it , parked it and then could not
start it again! Well, it was obvious that I would not be going home in my car that day. So, I gave
them the keys and traded it for a X1 which has less bells and whistles. After reading your
postings, I'm relieved to know that my suspicions were correct. At least now it will not be my
problem and the Dealer will have to figure out and correct the problem if they want to make a
profit. I just encountered a battery is
2000 jaguar s type
ford excursion limited
1996 e150 conversion van
sue with my XI and the car is still being repaired 4th day. I left my car at the airport for 3 days
for a business trip. When I returned the driver front window was open and some water was on
the back floor. The car wouldn't start and the horn blared. I got a jump, drove for about 5
minutes an the horn died out. All this for a low battery which I did not have a warning about. The
car has been fine until now. Has anybody experienced this. Hi, I have a 05, i, just replaced the
battery a few months ago Car will roll down windows, engage cruise control, wash windows,
change radio stations, even adjust you right into the steering wheel while driving This month
though, the car has decided just not to start. In trying to trace the current problem, I notice that
the IBS is burnt out. I saw at least someone else mention this. I though with a degree in CIS, I
might be able to handle these problems Any thoughts where to check myself? Thanks,
Jonathan Burke. October Sign In or Register to comment.

